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Ever since time began, there has been pollution of some form or 
another. Since man and animal have been roaming the world, the severity 
of the pollution problems has increased through the years. Early man 
slowly moved away from his inherent patterns and became dependent on 
learned behavior patterns for survival. The small scattered population 
of the world had only personal needs to care for (food, clothing, shel-
ter, and body functions). The amount of pollution and waste could have 
been fairly well hanclled by the ecological syst,ems. · 
The invention of agriculture caused some ~hange in man's relation-
ship with his environment. This change was kept on a small scale from 
8000 B.C. to the technological revolution of about 1780 A.D. These 
changes were held in check by earlier attitudes and beliefs, especially 
religious beliefs that were handed down through the years. Man generally 
regarded nature and mother earth as one.of the gods who ruled the world 
and the people on it. Man looked at agriculture as mystical powers. 
Another change in attitude occurred during a si)<th century revolu-
tion. The conc:,ept of one god began to appear. This god, they said, had 
set man outside of nature and had given him power over living things, to 
master nature and creatures for his own use. Man began to feel master 
of nature. The seed was planted for modern technology and science. The 
Greeks likewise in this time period were undergoing a change. They wqre 
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looking at the chaos of human experience and trying to analyze it under 
the growing influence of two-valued.logic or the conflict of opposites. 
The logic of ·Aristotle developed from this. Changes were also occurring 
in China, India, and P~rsia at this time. Man's idea of nature control-
ling him had changed to him controlling nature. 
Gradually the dualistic philosophy became more and more prominent. 
Two groups, although extremes, agreed in the basic dualism (dualistic 
spiritual values on the right and supporters of secular materialistic 
practices on the left). Both saw God outside the universe; both saw 
man outside and opposed to nature; both agreed that nature should be 
plundered by man. With this agreement the West after 1500 set out to 
plunder the world with the sword in one hand and the cross in the other. 
Those who stayed behind continued to provide the material equipment and 
justification for those who went around the world. One idea from this 
was sacrifice today so can have a better tomorrow. 
The 1780s saw the development of the technology to start devastat-
ing the environment. Capitalism began to develop. Firms, corporations, 
guilds, etc. began to exploit the environment. It led to destruction 
of social grouping and of personal and social responsibilities. In the 
1830s, the slums of London had human excrement eight inches deep because 
no social group would accept responsibility to clean it. This also led 
to the Industrial Revolution. The application of energy from non-living 
sources to the productive process. The external combustion (steam) 
engine led to depletion of resources. People started moving more and 
more toward the resources. 
This migration resulted in people moving to the Americas. Labor 
was scarce and land was plentiful and cheap in America. Overseas it was 
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the opposite. The American agriculture output was measured in terms of 
output per man-hour while Europe was o~tput per acre of ~and. Also those 
coming to the United States were socially alienated and psychologically 
restless. This migration caused the. people to keep moving westward as 
crowding, unrest and pollution increased. In 1832, explorer-painter 
· George Catlin, while wandering through the South Dakota wilderness, 
wondered about the possible extinction of-the buffalo and Indians. He 
·wrote in his journal that 11 Many are the rudenesses and wilds in nature's 
work which are destined to fall before the deadly axe and desolating 
hand of cultivating man. 11 In 1864, Congress gave ten acres of Yosemite 
Valley to the State of California for a state park. While some people 
recognized that nature was being destroyed and Congress was making 
feeble attempts to protect it, the destruction continued. Although a 
few areas were set aside by state and federal laws, they were mainly for 
preservation of an unusual area. Around 1900, the migration was slowed 
as land started becoming scarcer. However, the pollution and destruc-
tion continued chiefly because people ignored it. The depression and 
the two world wars .also affected the environment as everyone became 
interested in the national security and their own welfare (1). 
In the mid-1960s, the environment and pollution problems started 
to be brought to the forefront. However, some people thought it might 
die out after a few years. Meanwhile Congress was looking at the prob-
lem and some members were upset. To ensure that federal agencies took 
into account the environment, Congress studied, amended and passed 
Public Law 91-190, The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. The 
bill was signed by the President on 1 January, 1970. One major section 
1. The environmental impact of the proposed action. 
2. Any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoi.ded 
should the proposal be implemented. 
3. Alternatives to the proposed action. 
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4. The relationship between local short-term uses of man's environ-
ment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity. 
5. Any irreversible and irretrieva.ble commitments of resources 
which would be involved in the proposed ac~ion should it be implemented. 
The costs and time involved have increase.d considerably within some 
agencies. · One of the biggest problems has been that this is a new law 
and the agencies have had. to interpret it anc;I translate it into action~ 
Several state and federal agencies have develqped a matrix-type approach. 
This manuscript will examine these and shqw the good and bad points of· 
each. An attempt is made to combine all of the good points into one new 
matrix. 
CHAPTER I I 
LITE~ATURE SURVEY 
Legislative History 
Man has more or less taken his environment for granted through the 
ages. Congress has passed many bi.1 ls about the environment, most of 
which were to preserve some area or to remedy pollution in some small 
aspect. Several of the bills instructed federal agencies to consider 
certain factors in the economics of the proposed project; Th~ National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) was the first bill which really required 
a complete analysis of the environment, 
One of the first bills was in 1864 when Congress gave ten acres of 
Yosemite Valley to the State of California. This was to preserve the 
area, just 1 i ke the Ye 11 owstone Act of 1872 was to preserve the geysers. 
In 1899, Mt. Rainier National Park was established. These acts were to 
preserve the area and were opposed by hunters, miners, loggers and 
grazing interests. In 1916, the National Park Service Act was passed 
which resulted in combining those in existence and those to come into 
one agency 11 to conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects 
and wildlife .... 11 
In 1897 some land was set aside for National Lands and National 
Forests to be estaplished. More recent legislation, Public ~aw 86-517 
of June 12, 1960, was related to good management of the National Forests .. 
This law was "to a.uthorize and direct that the national forests be 
managed under principles of multiple use and to produce a sustained 
·· yi e 1 d of products and services, and for other purposes. 11 
No mention of water was made in the original Constitution of the 
United States. The first time was in 1824 when the State of New York 
buflt the Erie Canal. The Swamp Act wa~ passed in 1849-50 which pro-
vided for the sale of flooded lands along rivers of islands by the 
states. 
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In 1902, one of the more important acts was passed; this was the 
Reclamation Act. The basic principle was that the United States build 
irrigation works from the proceeds of public land sales in the 16 arid 
western states {Texas was later included). It was primarily designed to 
encourage settlement of the public domain. The Bureau of Reclamation 
was established and was authorized to investigate water diversion pro-
posals, etc., primarily on a scale larger than a city or a state could 
handle. Amendments were passed in 1926 to ensure that land was to be 
low priced and small amounts irrigated. 
On June 10, 1920, the Federal Power Act was signed, giving peti-
tioners a legal right to protect their special interests and allowing 
the Federal Power Commission to recapture licensed projects. 
The Antiquities Act qf 1906 provided the Department of Interior 
with protective and researc;h powers in respect to archeological re-
sources. Places of historic interest were first given recognition and 
protection by the Historic Sites Act of 1935 which established a 
"national policy to preserve for public use historic sites, buildings, 
and objects of national significance for the inspiration and benefit of 
the people of the United States. 11 In 1966 the Historic Preservation Act 
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expanded the preservation concept to include places of state and local, 
as well as national significance. This Act authoriz~d the National 
Register of Historic Landmarks and required federal agencies to report 
the effect of projects on si~es listed on the National Register. The 
Reservoir Salvage Act of 1960 was passed providing specifically for the 
· ·· ·preservation of historic and archeological data and sites that might 
· ·· · --otherwise be lost through dam construction, highway· or pipeline con-
· ·struction, and other similar projects. 
The first Flood Control Act.was passed in 1928 which authorized 
i"ncreased studie$ in flood control prevention. National flood protec-
tion efforts began in 1933 with the massive public works projects. The 
Flood Control Act of 1936 nad two major points; First, flood control 
on navigable wate.r and tributaries is a federal responsibility. Second-
ly, it "requires that benefits must exc;eed costs, 'to whomsoever they 
may accrue,• for projects to be authorized." This molded the development 
of B/C analysis and legalized economic justification. This has led the 
Corps of Engineers to be so involved in the public works area. 
In 1930, the Soil Conservation Service Act was passed. This was 
the only agency that was assigned specific responsibilities; however, 
they could not make their own rules and regulations as the other agencies 
had. 
Each year flood control acts are passed to authorize planning and/or 
construc.tion of projects around the country. The 1944 Flood Control Act 
was of impor~ance because it aui;horized the Secretary of the Army, who 
builds and controls flood control and navigation dams, to make contracts 
with municipalities~ private concerns, or individuals for domestic and 
industrial use.s of surplus water available at any reservoir ,under his 
cqntrol. This established the fact that along with the ~ourts the 
· federal gov~rnment had control over the impounded waters. 
The Federal Water Quality _Law of 1956 was the most significant 
influence in pollution enforcement. The federal. government could take 
over enforcement if·local officials did a poor job.· This also allowed 
for 30 perc,ent federal funding of municipal treatment plants not to 
·-exceed $250,000. 
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Wilderness and open spaces have been the emphasis of recent legis-
lation. The 1964 Wilderness Act established a National Wildlife 
Preservation System which would include lands that were still in a wild 
natural state and preserve them permanently against commercial use. The 
Land and Water Conservation Fun~ Act of 1965 established fedetal aid to 
state and local interests to encourage the establishment of parks and 
open spaces~ The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, passed in 1968, provides 
that certain rivers in the country which possess llouts.tanding remarkable 
scenic, recreational, geologic, fish and wildlife, historic, cultural, 
or other similar values, 11 shall be preserved and in a free-flowing con-
dition, 11 for the benefit and enjoymen~ of present and future 
generations. 11 
The Water Quality Act of 1965, by amending the 1948 Fed_eral Water 
Pollution Control Act:, provided that the state-s establish water quality 
standards for inters~ate waters within the state, with a provision if 
they did not do this, the Secre~ary of the Interior would do it for them. 
While the aforementioned acts are important, most water resources 
developments have been governed by one non-legislative and two legisla-
tive actions .•. Th_e first is the 11 Green Book 11 which presents the conclu-
sions and recomme_ndati ons of a subcommittee of the Federal Interagency 
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River Basin Committee in 1946 (2). The committee 1 s purpose was to 
fonnulate mutually acceptable principles and procedures to determine 
benefits and costs for water resources projects. The benefits should 
exceed the costs at a maximum. Primary and secondary costs along with 
justified primary and secondary benefits could be attributed to the pro-
. ject. A rate of interest was suggested to use. in comparing benefits and 
· costs. The time period considered was to be the economic life rathe.r 
· than the physical life of the project. 
The non-legislative action was the Bureau of the Budget 1 s Circular 
A-47 issued December 31, 1952 (3). Procedures and standards were set 
forth to be used by the Executive branch in reviewing water resources 
project reports and budget estimates. It was aimed at developing more 
uniform agenc;y policies and standards. It was also hoped that priori-
ties for projects yielding the greatest value to the nation and effective 
resource development at a minimum necessary cost could be established. 
The Circular listed what project benefits and costs could be included 
in the proje~t report. The life of the project was limited to 50 years 
with the discount rate being the rate of interest on interest-bearing 
marketable securities of the United States. 
Agencies failed to completely follow these two guidelines, and 
hence, in 1962, Senate Document 97 was implemented (4). Document 97 
replaced both the 11 Green Book 11 and Circular A-47. This document 
attempted to get both the Legislative and Executive branches together 
on evaluating procedures. Planning on a national, regional, and local 
level must be conducted along with coordination between federal agencies. 
Included in the document were discussions of project scale, definitions 
of benefits and costs, period of analysis, discount rates, and price 
levels. A supplement tq the document included recreation as a major 
benefit to be considered. 
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Document 97 .has not. been as complete as it was hoped. As a result· 
of this voic:t, Congress nas passed 13 aGts .trying to strengthen Doc1,1ment 
97. These ac.ts in.elude: Appalachian Regional Development Act (1965), 
Federal Wa.ter Project Recreation Act (1965), Water Resources Planning 
Act (1965), Public Works and Economic Development Act (1965)i Water 
Quality Act (1965), Clean Water Restoration Act (1966), Department of 
Transportation Act (1966), Wild a~d Scenic Rivers Ac~ (1968), National 
Flood Insurance Act (1968), Estuary Protection Act (1968), National 
Environmental Policy Act (1969.), Environm1;intal Quality Improvement Act 
(1970), and Flood Control Act (1970). A new directive, known as the 
11 Blue Bqok, 11 has bee~ prepared which includes these 13 acts plus Docu-
ment 97, but lacks formal approval, It-has three main objectives: (1) 
national income objective, (2} re~ional development objective, (3) en-
vironmental objective. 
In 1970, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) was signed 
into law (5). This had the most sweep~ng effect yet attempted. This 
act went beyond the water.field and included analysis of the total 
environment. Three key policy statl;lments were incl.uded: 
To encourage productive and enjoyable narmony.between man and 
his environment; to promote efforts .which wi 11 prevent or 
e 1 imi nate damage to the environment and biosphere and .stimu-
1 ate the health and welfare of man; to enrich the understand-
ing of the ecological systems andnatural resources important 
to the Nation. 
This has resulted in a switch from an engineerfog team to an inter-
disciplinary team .. 
Literature 
The National Environmental Policy Act was the result of several 
years of Congressional studies and many years of federal agencies not 
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····considering al 1 envi ronmen~al factors. All federal agencies have filed 
a copy of their guidelines with the Council of Environmental Quality, 
which subsequently have been published in the Federal Register; Several 
public and private agencies have developed 11 environmental matrices 11 as a 
· result of the legislation. 
Depending on which side of the problem a person is, NEPA is either 
a blessing to help protect the environment or a tool to hinder the al-
ready slow Federal bureaucracy even more. 
The environmentalists, ecologists, preservationists, conservation-
ists--whatever they are called--feel they have a weapon in NEPA to get 
federal agencies to respond to the people (6, 7, 8). They believe the 
federal agencies should redirect themselves to other areas (9). The 
plans and formulations of how projects are being determined are being 
aired and causing some problems for some agencies (10, 11). Some indi-
viduals feel that the environmental impact studies are not at the front 
of the planning process so as to affect the project (10, 12, 13). 
Certain organizations have filed suits in Federal Courts because the 
intent of the law is not being carried out (6, 8, 12, 13, 14). Zeldin 
(14) feels that an environmental court is needed to stop some projects,· 
and some projects have been stopped (10, 11, 14). The courts have 
ruled that agencies cannot pass off others' decisions and statements as 
their own (11, 12). · Some impact statements have not been used once they 
have been written (10). The environmentalists feel that some of the 
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first impact statements are merely justifications of authorized projects 
(6, 10, 14, 15). Some impact statements are not scholarly (6, 10, 15). 
The initial statement for the Trans-Alas~a Pipeline had Federal agencies 
arguing with each other (6). 
Persons in 4he government and outside of it know NEPA is costing a 
lot of time and money (7, 10, 11, 16, 17). Warren (16) states that 
environmental impact statements have cost the Corps of Engineers 
$825 million per year for 87 projeGts worth $5.3 billion t~at have been 
delayed. Warren also states that during the 1970s an additional 
$1.5 billion will be needed for power plant planning (16). Alaska high-
way costs have doubled (14). The preparation of impact statements, is 
costing about $65 million a year (13). 
Certain people feel that some production must continue in harmony 
with tihe environment (16, 17, 18, 19). Others feel that the nation 
needs to be saved from the preservationists who claim to be helping the 
country (18, 20). Many inexperienced people in the field are also caus-
ing problems. Some suits have s~opped projects tnat were actually aimed 
at helping to clean up the environment, because they needed an environ-
mental impact statemen~ (7, 8, 11, 21). The federal government moved 
into the environmental protec~ion field because the states have not been 
willing to carry their s~are, espe,cially since 1965 when a growing dis-
trust between them sta,rted (19, 21, 22). 
Because environmentalists have stopped so many projects and the 
federal agencies are spending so much time and money, certain members of 
Congress have i nt.roduced new bi 11 s ~o change and weaken NEPA ( 7, 8, 14). 
Plans are also being formulated to exempt certain agencies and activi-
ties from NEPA ( 7, 8, 10, 11 , 14), Some peep 1 e are worried because 
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several states have already passed their own 11 NEPA 1 s 11 (8). One co~ 
author of the original legislation feels that if NEPA was on the floor 
today, Section 102 (which requires ~he environmental impact statement) 
would not pass (14), 
CHAPTER I II 
REVIEW OF ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 
The purposes of the National Environmen~al Policy Act are to estab-
lish a national policy on the en.vironment and to establ.ish a Council on 
Environmental Quality (C~Q). The AGt sets forth that man and nc;1.ture can 
exist in harrnony and yet ful fi 11 the requirements for present and future· 
generations. While the Federal government is given overall responsibil-
ity to see that it is done, each indivi.dual must also contribute to 
helping to preser~e and enhance the environment.· 
Section 102 of the Act is what has been .at the center of the con-
troversy. Subsection (a) under 102.2 requires that a systematic inter~ 
disciplinary approach or method be used~ In (b), procedures must be 
developed to include environmental as well as economic and technical 
considerations i.n the decision process~. This, along with (a), has led 
to the d.eve 1 opment of envi ronmenta 1 matrices. The environmenta 1 impact· 
statements and what is to be included in them is set forth in (c). The 
agencies are also required to interact and consult with each other. 
The remainder of the section deals with describing alternatives with 
conflicting uses of resourqes, international cooperation, providing 
information to states and individuals, using ecological information, and 
assisting the CEQ. 
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Section 103 requires the agencies to review their authority, regu-
lations and policies to see if there are any deficiencies -0r inconsis~ 
tencies that would prevent full compliance. These agencies are also to 
report to the President any measures taken to fully comply with the 
tntent of the Act. 
The last two sections state that t;he Act does not affect any other 
acts governing t;he agencies. 
Title ii of the Act deals with the establish.ment and duties of the 
Council on Environmental Quality. An annual report must be sent to 
Congress by the President on t;he conditions and policies related to the 
environment. The CEQ is to have three members which are to have 
expertise in the environmental fie1d. 
The duties of the Council as set forth in Section 204 are to: 
advise and assist the Presi.dent in preparation of the report; gather 
information on the trend of the environment; analyze the programs of the 
different agencies to see if they are following the policies of this Act; 
recommend. national policy related to the environment; conduct investiga-
tions; determine changes in the natural environment; report conditions 
of the environment once a year; and conduct studies as required. This 
is to be accomplished by coordination with other groups. 
The last-tvJo sections deal with pay schedules and terms of office 
for the Council members and the financing to support the Council. 
U.S. Geological Survey Circular 645 
TheUSGS Circular is entitled 11 A Procedure for Eyaluating Environ-
mental Irnpact 11 (23). The primary purpose as stated in the publication 
was·to show 11 a procedure that may assist in developing uniform 
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environmental impact statements . 11 As stated by Gillette (11) in a 
recent article in Science, "The law's instructions for preparinQ an im-
pact report apparently are not specific enough to insure that an agenc;y 
will fully or even usefully examine the environmental effects of the 
·· ·projects it pl ans. 11 
A matrix (Enclosure 1) has been developed for use as a referenca 
checklist or a reminder of impacts to be considered. This allows ev.alu-
ators to make a "quick evaluation and determine 1;.he significant impacts~" 
This simple system is a guide until the results of studies on matrices· 
· ·for environmental effects being done have been completed. 
This system provides for the analysis and numerical weighting of 
probable impacts~ This analysis does not result in an overall quantita~ 
tive rating, but refleGts value judgments made by the evaluator. This 
system does allow that alternatives .and their impacts be considered. 
Circular 645 presents a generalized procedure for a development of 
an action progra~. If this procedure is followed, the result would be 
an environmental impact statement in form. The content and degree of 
analysis would. dictate ~ow good the environmental impact was. The out.:. 
1 i ne of the procedure is: 
(a) Statement of the major objective 
(b) Technol ogi c possi bil i ti es for a chi evi ng object;-ye 
(c) Proposed actions and alternatives 
(d) Characteri~ation report of existing environment prior to 
initiation of action 
(e) Alternative engineering plans 
(f) Iclentification of impact and analysis of magnitude and 
importance of impact 
(g) Assessme.nt of impact 
(h) Recommendations. 
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The text of the assessment should be a discussion that follows the 
Council of Environmen~al Quality guidelines as published in the Federal 
· Register (1971): 
(1) A description of the proposed action including information and· 
technical data adequate to permit careful assessment of impact. 
(2) The probable impac;t of the proposed action on the environment. 
(3) Any probable adverse environmental effects which cannot be 
avoided. 
(4) Alternatives to the proposed action. 
(5) The relationship between local short-term uses of man's envi-. 
ronment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity. 
( 6) Any i rrevers ib le and i rretri eva.b le commitments of resources 
which would be involved in the proposed action should it be implemented. 
(7) Where appropriate, a discussion of problems and objectives 
raised by other Federal, State, and local agencies and by private 
organizations and individuals in the review process and the disposition 
of the issues inyolved. 
Circular 645 c.oncludes the wide variety of projects does not allow 
for a single impact assessment to be accepted, rather for a simple way 
of summarizing which impacts are considered the greatest. It also 
recognizes that different conclusions can be drawn by different assess-
ors, but it would be useful to know the basis for the difference. As 
little bias as possible should be in the numerical ranking of the boxes 
in the matrix~ Finally realizing this matrix is just a draft, that it 
is subject to improvement~ expansion, and change. 
University of Texas at Austin 
Bureau of Economic Geology 
Circular 71-1 
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The title of this publication is 11 Resource Capability Units--Their 
· Utility in Land- and Water-Use Management With Examples From the Texas 
Coastal Zone 11 (24). This circular is primarily concerned with proper 
·· land-use and resource development: 11 For prudent, fair land- and water-
use management policies to be developed, adequate inventories must be 
made of these resources, their composition, properties, and natural 
capacity for a variety of uses. 11 Many current environmental. programs · 
are remedial, 11 aimed at curing or rectifying existing problems. 11 This 
is fine where serious problems exist, but environmental programs must 
also be preventative. 11 If future development and utilization of natural 
resources--la~d, water, and biota--are consistent with the natural capa-
bilities and limits of these resources, most environmental problems can 
be precluded or minimized. 11 Man needs the resources and the environment. 
11 Prudent use is conservation, as opposed to severely limited use or non-
use in the context of strict preservation. 11 Guid.elines should permit 
maximum but wise use of resources, with a minimum of environmental 
damage. To d,evelop these guidelines 11 requires an adequate inventory, 
description and delineation of these natural units in order that their 
capability for varied use can be properly evaluated. This leads to the 
concept of natural resource capability units. 11 This report outlines 
(1) the nature of resource capability units, (2) the basic 
factors and. properties exhibited by th.e units that define the 
limits ·Of their use~ and (3) the application of resource 
capability units to environmental management. Specific exam-
ples are shown for the 20,000 square miles of the Texas 
Coastal Zone, where a wide variety of resource units occur in 
an area of diverse human activities. 
Circular 71-1 defines a resource capability unit as an 11 environ-
·mental entity~-land, water. area of ac~ive process, or biota--defined 
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·· i'n terms of the nature, degree of activit,y, or use it can sustain with-
.. out losing an acceptable level of environmental quality. 11 It further 
.. · state·s that 11 Units are established by recognizing elements of first-
order environmental significance, whether dominantly, physical, biologic, 
·"or chemical. 11 · These include (1) physical units where physical propetties 
are important; (2) process units where 11 active physical processes 11 
dominate; (3) biologic units where biologic activity and habitation are 
significant; and·(4) man-made units which 11 has resulted in important 
environmental modification.11 11 Particularly important to environmental 
quality are those factors that limit the use of a given land or water 
unit for specific uses or activit.ies. 11 
The circular suggests, 11 The delineation of resource capability 
units requires an adequate inventory of the nature, grade, and distribu-
tion of these resources. Such an inventory can be accomplished only 
through appropriate mapping and description.'' Maps have been one of our 
basic information sources and decision helpers for years: 
Basic land and water res.ource maps provide an inventory of 
natural units that show the distribution of kinds and grades 
of resources. These basic map units can be evaluated in 
terms of current and potential use; the limits of their capa-
bility for various uses can be used to develop guidelines 
that will permit maximum use consistent with minimum environ-
mental. degradation. Resource capability maps chart the 
distribution of natural units; description of these units 
defines their capabilities. 
Table I does not consider effects of human activities qn resource 
units but only the incapacity of a given resource unit to support a 
particular activity without environmental damage. Where blanks appear 
TABLE I 
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tn the table, 11 either a given activity is not applicable to a given 
···resource unit or ther~ is .no significant limit on that a~tivity. 11 
A maximum use of the ~nvironment with a minimum of environmental 
degradation can occur. Proper management of land and water resources 
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· ·can occur, neither strict preservation or exploitation. Circular 71-1 
states that several criti.cal areas need to be studied very soon. · Areas 
· ... withi.n and adjacent to the larger metropolitan centers .with high concen-
trations of populations and industries with high use of land and wat~r 
resources, Also areas adjacent to inland water bodies where develop-
ment has and will occur. All areas where large scale construction 
projects are anticipated should be evaluated in terms of resourGe capa-
bility. 11 Another important element in land- and water-use management is 
adequate inventory of the nature, degree, and distributi.on of man's 
acttvities throughout the State and the environmental stresses these 
activities create. 11 
University of Georgia 
Institute of E~ology 
The titl.e of this report is 11 0ptimum Pathway Matrix Analysis Ap-
proach to the Environmental Decision-Making Processf1 (25), and is 
subtitled 11 TestGase: Relative Impact of Proposed Highway Alternatives. 11 
The Institute was to conduct a summary evaluation of reports prepared 
on alternate routes of uncompleted I 75 north of Atlanta. Their study 
was 11 designed to merge all component factors in a totality analysis with 
emphasis on the effect of each alternative on the 'Quality of Human 
Environment. 1 11 The effects of the environment, economi q;, and human 
factors were 
considered, weighed and entered into a systems analysis. The 
component values that went into the final data set were 
loosely categorized into four groups: 
1. Group E - Economic and Highway Engineering 
considerations 
2. Group L - Environmental and Land Use 
considerations 
3. Group R - Recreation considerations 
4. Group S - Social and Human considerations. 
The general method developed in this study has broad 
applications in problems of this sort; although it is to be 
emphasized that the actua 1 numeri ca.l component va 1 ues wou 1 d 
vary in terms of the land areas under consideration. 
Recreation (R) was inc;luded as a major category in this 
study because in one form or another, Lake Allatoona and the 
surrounding land areas represent a major recreation resource 
and green belt area of increasing importance for the Atlanta 
metropolitan area. 
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The Institute felt that 11 the environment as it affects the future 
quality of human existence was given adequate weight along with cost-
benefi t and a th.er purely economic cons i derati ans. 11 They tried not to 
overemphasize the natural environment, but also to consider 11 safety and 
future economic development." A unique feature of this study was that 
both the immediate and future impact was considered, with greater 
emphasis applied to the future (a one to ten ratio).· 
The method decided upon is essentially a linear combina-
tion of component values (the amount of urban land disturbed, 
the relative safety of a route, the cost of a route, etc., 
multiplied by a weighting factor giving the relative impor-
tance of the particular component values. Values were then 
scaled so that a mean impact index could be calculated for 
each route. To calculate an index for each route, it was 
necessary to establish a means of scaling many different mea-
surements in comparable units. 
For example, cost of the road and number of lives saved are not compar-
able. However, when using several options~ it would be possible to 
give some value to the .most expensive road and scale the other routes to 
this standard, or similarly the safety of a highway. The process was 
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.... such· to make each component value for e.ach ~oute ·a dime~sionless number 
that was "used as an index of 1:he relative merit of each route. 11 Each· 
value was weighed in terms of present or long-term effects. Values for 
a component were determined for each alternative. The maximum value 
determined was used as .a scaling factor and was divided into all values 
for that component. Thus the best alternative for .that component would. 
have a value of one while all others would· Qe less than one .. The summa-. 
··· · tion of these c;omponent values times the weighting factor would give 
·· the impact inde~ for each route. 
Conclusi.ons .. reached by the Institute were 
Since an Interstate Highway proves to. be one of the most irre-
sistit>le developmental magnets produced by man, this study 
clearly indicates that major -highways are best routes (1} 
where t.hey d.o least damage to land areas that are no.t by' na-
ture or func;tion compatible with the results of-the structure, 
and {2) where they will en.hance an orderly ec;onomic devele>p-
ment by virtue .of planning and facil.ities {incorporated towns, 
water and sewage treatment, land use zoning and so forth) that 
have alre·ady gone into pre-existing centers of urban growth. · 
Since in the long run the quality of urban areas depends.on 
the qua 1 i ty of its buffer 'life support sys tern• {i.e. , the 
water-air-food-fiber-recreation natural environment), it makes 
common sense as well as ec;onomic,sense not·to route highways 
through the life support greer1belt needed for future protec-
tion of metropolitan·centers when such a highway can be routed 
so as to have positive va 1 ue for the a 1 ready deve lop-ed urban 
areas •. 
The Institute also stated some recommendations, two of whi.ch are: 
11 ~tate, Federal and private agencies need to develop better and more 
quantitative means of ,preparing impact reports in order that data can be 
integrated into total network matricesll and 11 We recommend that procedures 
developed in this study be used in the se.lection of sites for atomic 
power plants, large industrial parks, majqr airports, and so on. 11 
Battelle Memorial Institute 
Columbus Laboratories 
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The system d_escribed below was,designed by BattEHle Memorial Insti-
tute, Columbus LaQoratories, for the Bureau of Reclamation, Unite·d States-
.. ·· Department of the Interior; under contract 14-06-D-7005. T~e title of 
··· this -system is 11 Design qf an ~nvironmental Eval_uation System11 (26), and· 
········ is ·to be applied to all Bureau of Reclamation projects in determining 
thei.r environmental impact. The system includes the 11 relative impor-
tance of various types of environmental impacts expressed as •weights• 
assigned to each type of ·environmental indicator selected. 11 The Battel.l_e 
Institute states that extensi_ve ,field testing must·be .carried out to 
ensure the widespread applicability of·the system. 
11 0,ur ability to evaluate enviranmental impacts has not kept pace 
with the.abili~y to design and construct larger and more complex pro-
jects.11 They felt -a real gap e><.isted 11 between ~he need to -perform 
environmental impact evaluations and our ability to.do so. 11 They further 
believed that 
Water resources qeve 1 opment projects, by their very purpose·, 
are c.onceived and d.esigned to acnieve major environmental 
changes. While most water resources projects have been SUG-
cessful at achieving their objectives .(irrigation, hydropower, 
flood control, etc.), many projects have led to changes.in the 
external environment that were not predicted at tne time of 
project planning. At times, agencies responsible for the con-
struction of water resource projects have.had little concern 
for environmental changes, 
With this in mind, Battelle-Columbus was to develop a procedure for 
evaluating the environmental impacts of water resources development pro-
jects that would become part of the Bureau•s river basin and project 
planning studies. 
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The Bureau felt that three elements were essential in accomplishing 
·the objectives which they set forth. They wanted the study to be: com-
prehensive, systematic, and interdisciplinary. Since the environment is 
·such a large 11 intricate sys.tem of liVi\'lg and non-living elements, 11 with. 
·a broad spectrum of impacts from natural re,sources, to living organisms, 
· to people, the procedure had to be comprehensive to include everything. 
The procedure also had to be systematic so it could be 11 applicable to 
· any project 11 and the 11 resultant ·evaluation must be replicable by differ-
ent anaJysts. 11 It also had to be equatible when comparing alternatives. 
An interdisciplinary-approach was needed because the environment is. 
such a wide field and no one person CM be an expert in all of them. 
They stated that 11 at a minimum the physical, biological, and social 
sciences 11 should be included. 
The Battelle-Cqlumbus team performed the following research activi-










Extensi.ve review of literat.ure pertaining to evaluating 
environmental impacts~ · 
Gonceptualization of a\1 interdisciplinary framework for 
comprehensive, systematic environmental evaluation. 
Field inspection of·Bureau of Reclamation projects in 
Colorado and Nevada, 
Formal and inforn:ial discussions between the research 
· team and Bur~au of Reclamation.staff to ·bring abciut·a 
frequent interchange of ideas. · 
Development of a cietailed. framework for e'(aluating the 
envi ronmenta 1, impacts of water deve 1 opment projects. 
Development of a comprehensi'(e list of environmental 
parameters, in major categories and subcategories of 
environmental concern. 
Evaluation of each environmental parameter in relation 
tro Bureau of Reclamation needs and activities to pro-
duce a set of usable envi ronmenta 1 parameters·~ 
Screening of all parameters to :achieve consistency be-
tween all major categories of environmental concern. 
Determination of·the relative significanc;e of each en-
vi ronmenta 1 cat.egory, :subcategory, and parameter based 




Development of a weighting or ran~ing scale for the EES 
based on relative significance. 
Determinati.on of necessary con di ti ons fo·r application 
of the EES to Bureau of Reel amati on needs. · 
Determination of research needs that correspond to 
limitations in the EES; · 
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Several factors influenced the structural makeup of the EES. To be 
useful .·tile system had to be a simple versus a complex one, yet it also 
had to be comprehensi.ve. Therefore, a 11 hforarchical evaluation system 11 
was employed. It broke the 11 subjects of environmental conc.ern into 
major categories, major subcategories (called components in the system), 
and then into d_etailed environmental parameters. 11 The environmental 
parameters included'. were selected because of their 11 specifi c appropriate-
ness to the Bureau of Reclamation~ 11 Battelle stated that other types of -
· projects could be evaluated by developing a llnew set of environmental 
parameters with new weightings. 11 The time frame that. was c;:onsidered 
was,a 11with-without comparison. 11 This is more relevant than a before-
after comparison, since some changes are likely to occur even if the 
project is not built.. Consideration also must be given to the full life 
of the project.. The weighting system was developed wit.h the. 11 best judg-
ment at this time. 11 While Battelle realizes that weighti,ng is subjec:t 
to controversyt some sort of ranking had to be developed. They also 
state that as more studying is done-of weighting and ranking, a less 
judgmental system will result. Battelle also felt that the method 
should be extensively field tested. by a joint Bureau-Battelle team to 
uncover any weaknesses that might-exist in the system. 
The EES greatly simplifies t~e environment. into a small number of 
indicators. It is structured to be ••replicable from project to project 
and yet be flexible. , .• 11 The· E~S is a tool that 11 strikes a balance 
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between too little detail and too much detail--a tool that Gan be valu-
able in the water resources planning process if used intelligently and 
·honestly." The EES is shown in Table II. 
The weighting of the EES required considerable tirne and effort on 
the part of the Battelle-Columbus team. They developed a weighting 
system that 
was believed.to be applicable t9 the Bureau's needs, yet rela-
tively simple. The 'Aleight-system is.based upon a total 
assignment of 1000 ·~nvironmental Quality Units,' divided 
among the 4 categories, 17 components, and 66 parameters of 
environmental quality.· The value assigned to each parameter 
represents a maximum value that the given parameter is worth 
relative to all parameters.: 
The weights are ·presented only as a starting point to be revised as -more 
scientific evid.ence is collected. A more detailed description. of-this· 
procedure is included in Battelle's report. 
An envi.ronmental evaluation determines if there is an impact, what 
type, and what adjustments should. be. made. "However, the process of 
choosing between alternatives can be improved by relating all environ-
mental impacts to a single set of units. 11 Thus, "the net environmental 
impact of any project is stated. as a single value.II In the weighting 
procedure, 
judgmental weights are given to each of the parameters ex-
pressing the importance.of that parameter relative to other 
parameters .in the system. Also, included in th~ weighting 
procedure is a determination of weights for the various · 
levels .of quality described by each of the parameters. The 
index of environrnen'tal quality is obtained by combining the 
weight.eq parameters wi.th th.eir respe,ctive levels of quality. 
For the weighting s,ystem to be used, the parameters must be complete, 
exclusive, and of importance. It should be remembered that the weight-
ings apply only to the impact of Bureau projects. The value of the 
weight used also represents the range of qualit,r for that parameter; 
TABLE. u· 
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· An example of this is parameter 17, dissolved oxygen, in the water 
· pollution component under environmental pollution.· A type of propor-
·uoning was developed. Dissolved oxygen at 4 mg/1 was only valued at 
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· 25% of the maximum quality, while dissolved oxygen at 7 mg/1 or up was 
· considered 100% quality~ A break-down of dissolved oxygen and the per-
centage of quality could be: 0 mg/1 with 0% quality, 1 mg/1 with 5%, 
2 mg/1 with 10%, 3 mg/1 with 15%, 4 mg/1 with 25%, 5 mg/1 with 50%, 
· 6 mg/1 with 75%~ 7 mg/1 to 10 mg/1 with 100%. With environmental 
quality units 20 .for dissolved o~ygen, the EQU val.ue for eaGh level 
from O mg/1 to 10 mg/1 would be, respectively: 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, 
20, 20, 20, and 20. By doing this for each parameter, a better effect 
on.the environment can be determined. 
To see how good and useful this ~ES is to be, Battelle-Columbus 
recommended that field studies be conducted. How well this tool works 
depends on how "properly, efficiently, and consistently" the Bureau 
uses it. Along with the recomm~nded field studies, Battelle-Columbus 
suggested some guidelines.for application. The EES should be used 
early in the planning process so that it will affect the decision mak-
ing. The location of where the EES is to be applied must be determined 
so as to get an accurate effect of the project. A small scale should 
apply to the EES, like a project of up to several hundred miles ·rather 
than an entire river basin or interbasin study. The time factor is 
also important, with a comparison <;>f "with and without" bet.ter than a 
before and after comparison. This is d.ue to the 11 wi th project having 
several time elements of construction, short-term and long-term. 11 An 
interdisciplinary team of four to six persons with experience in using 
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the EES is strongly recommended. The EES will require mQre information 
than is now assembled to be useful. 
A need for much more r~search was found-to exist. The advanced 
·. concepts of ·measurement were used where applicable, but several areas 
are still lacking so as to provide an adequate evaluation. Battelle-
Columbus .stated_ that the field.s lacking were ecology, water quality 
manageme.nt, and ·land use. . The EES needed to be tested in the fie 1 d as 
· opposed to the theory'.of the office. The value functions assigned to 
the parameters must be. checked and revised as necessary. With the 1 arge 
amount of information a~d data that. must be collec~ed, this should be 
recorded and stored where a variety of users could have ac:;cess to it. 
A greater attempt shoul.d be made to know whc,.t the public opinion is on 
certain parameters. 
Corps of Engineers, Tulsa District 
The Tulsa Distr1-ct of the Corps of Engineers has developed a matrix 
for its use in the environmental impact statements •. They are also of 
the opinion t.hat it may be-used by the Corps nation-wide. It was 
deve 1 oped by the head of the . Envi ronmenta 1 Resources Section. · A 11 of . ' . ' " . .. . . ' 
the matrices except the University qf. Texas method look_ed at in this. 
study plus some others were· used to develop the Corps matrix. A compo-
site of all the good points was inch1ded •. At the presen~ time, this 
matrix is for offi ci a 1 use only and the author was unab 1 e to get a copy •. 
However, the author was able to get two impact statements that use this 
matrix. The two matrices are not exactly alike in that the second one 
has been expanded and uses a different ·rating system. 
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The Skiatook matrix (Tables III and IV) will be looked at first 
·· (27). Three primary objectives were. considered: 11 Natural environmental 
considerations, social well-b~ing, and economic considerations. All 
··three objectives were given equal weight. 11 
The long~term and short-term effects of each parameter were con-
.·· sidered with the long-term effect given higher priority. Value judg-
merits were used on several parameters; therefore the analysis is 
subjective .. An interdisciplinary ~earn was used in the analysis and 
selection of values. 
A total of 26 parameters was considered with Group I having 14, 
Group II having 19, and Group III having 9. The groups were equated by 
ratios of 19:14 and 19:9. The results are shown in Table IV. Several 
of the parameters can be considered in each group. The raw score is the 
net sum of the pluses and minuses in that group under that alternative. 
Birch Lake is the other impact ~tatement (28). The matrix (Table V) 
is basically the same al though some refinements have occurred. The 
three primary objectives are: 11 Natural environment, human life· quality, 
and economics- 11 ~qual weight was given to all three. Again-this matrix 
was subjective in that value judgmen~s had to be made. 
The equivalenc;:y factor assigned to each parameter is multi-
plied by the.raw score for that parameter to give a weighted 
score. The equivalenc:,y factor was,calculated to irisure that 
each division within a major-planning objective has equal 
weight regardless of the number of·subdivisions, sections, or 
subsections and to insure that each of the three major plan-
ning objectives have.equal we1ght:~~gard1ess of the number of 
divisions wfthtn each objective~. · 
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SUMMARY OF THE SKIATOOK MATRIX ANALYSIS* 
Group I Group II Group III 
Considerations of the 
Natural Environment Social Well-Being Economic Considerations Net 
Rank Alternative (Equivalency (Equivalency (Equivalency Impact 
Factor 1.36) Factor 1.0) Factor 2.11) 
Raw Adjusted · Raw Adjusted Raw Adjusted 
Score Score Score Score Score Score 
1 Skiatook Lake as 
recommended - 5 - 6.80 + 30 + 30.00 + 20 + 42.20 + 65.40 
2 Levees with upstream 
lakes - 5 - 6.80 + 28 + 28.00 + 15 + 31.65 + 52.85 
3 Upstream MP lakes - 3 - 4.08 + 28 + 28.00 + 13 + 27.43 + 51.35 
4 Acquire flood plain 
in fee + 8 + 10.88 + 8 + 8.00 - 1 - 2.11 + 16. 77 
5 Dry Lake - 9 - 12.24 + 8 + 8.00 + 9 + 18.99 + 14.75 
6 Develop Hominy Creek 
as recreation stream + 1 + 1.36 + 10 + 10.00 + 1 + 2.11 + 13.47 
7 Acquire flood plain 
in easement 0 0 + 4 + 4.00 + 4 + 8.44 + 12.44 
8 Non-structural damage 
prevention measures 0 0 + 3 + 3.00 + 3 + 6.33 + 9.33 
9 Levees - 6 - 8.16 0 0 + 5 + 10.55 + 2.39 
10 Do nothing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
*The equivalency factors result from the fact that all three groups are considered to carry equal weight. 
Since Group II had the most parameters considered, Groups I and III had to have raw scores multi-
plied by a corresponding factor to present an equal weight. w w 
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TABLE V 
~IRCH PROJECT ·MATRIX ANALYSIS·· 
Up1trt1 .. ~F Iuunno.-;· !ircb Cl'INlr. u 
Wd&bt• lqu.iva- !:lrcb LUI ',!l!l·~x.u- Upstruall' J.yut La.- 11~lfr:H~.a" a ftec:rwat1onal lo Action ....... " '"" i.ney Plua Dl7 Lu• Birch LUe !It"• (l) Fact on ractor, -· -~am.au. -· -· _,, .. _ .. - _ .. , ...•..•• ... 1;r;- ... -;;. ...... 15COl'9 Sooni !I core ·- •~n ,!lco:rw ,~n •~n B~n ,~,. ,~n '®" ln4aqnwd lplc1H .. ...... .. ... ,,. 
II Plut and Animl hb:ltat .. Aquatic o., 
,. LOtic (flovtn,:) o., .. 1;1-1.ity 2,52 ., +12,60 ,, +12.6o •5 +12.60 ., +12,60 ,, +2,52 •l +2,52 . ,. ~ttty l.o8 ., -2.16 - 1.08 - 1,08 ., • 5,40 . 
x ,. I.antic (•tand:lng) 0.1 . 
0 .. Q1*1:lty 0,28 ,4 •5 + 1,40 ,4 + 1,12 •3 + 0,811. . 
b. Quantity •3 +0,36 +0.24 + 0,24 •5 +0,60 
~ . .. Terre,tr1&l o.6 
l. ~•hnd, puture, croplAnd 0.2 .. """u" 0.84 ,3 +2,52 •3 +2,52 ,4 + 3,36 •2 + l,68 + o.84 -1.68 
b. Qumnt:lty 0.36 ., • 0.72 ·3 - l..o8 . ., -: 0.72 ·5 • l,&) • 0.36 
2. 1Dl'Ht &M YOOdl&lld o.B .. Qm.llty 3,36 - 3,36 .3,36 - 3,36 .3,36 + 6.72 
b. Quantity l.44 ., • 2.88 ·3 -4,32 ·2 - 2,88 ·5 .7.20 ,, + 2.aa 
Eoos;r1tli• Diverm:lty and Stability 
A. Aqiat1c ,4 +l.6.00 ., +20.00 •5 •3 +12,00 + 4.oo .. 'ferre,trial ·3 -18.oo ·5 -30,00 - 6.oo + 6,00 
!e0<91•t•• Productivity •. Aqta.tie ,3 ,3 +l.2.00 •3 •5 +20.00 .. -rene,tri•l -12.00 ·5 .30.00 - 6.oo --"" + ll.48 +8.92 +17.28 - 30.04 -8.611- + 20.0S Hecn&tiooal OpportunitiH •. Water Oriented o.4 
l. Sport :F1•hi11& 0.18 .. Btn ... orient,d 0.67 + 0.67 + 1.3. +l,34 • 0.67 
b. 'l'Ota.l. (includina i.u,) 0,29 •3 +0.87 ·4 + 1.16 .. +1.16 •5 +l •• 5 
,. W•tufOl'l • Hunting 0.11 + O,U + o.u ,, + o.u ,, + 0.22 
3. Other .,,.t•r·ori•nt•ll r.cnation .. .. Btr. ... orientell '·" 
b. '?Ot&l (includ.in& 1'.lr.H) 1,28 ., +6.40 ,, + 6.40 ,, + 6.4o ., +6.40 
" .. L&Dli Or1•nt•ll o.6 " . ,. NrrHtri&l 1111Dtinc .6 o.48 ·l - o.46 ~ • 0,48 ·l • 0,48 _, • 0.96 ,, + o.48 
" ,. other lanll-orl•ntld recreation 9.4 7.52 ., +37.6:) ., +i:!)7.6o ., •37,6o ., +37,6o •l + 7.52 
II Anxi•ty P&ctor1 •. Ooncut1on and ioiH 1.33 ., - 6.65 .4 .5.3.! ·3 .3.99 ·5 • 6.65 - 2.66 . .. IJUiHl'IOII &D! VUlkU•• 1,33 ., -6.65 -4 -5,32 ·3 • 3.99 _, . .... 0 ., • 2,66 . . c • J'loo41n.1 ,., 4.67 ., •23,35 ,, +23,35 ,4 -1-18.68 ., +23,35 ,1 , l.67 
~ . o . 1treaa Water Q\ality 1.33 ,, • 6.6' ,4 + 5.32 .. +5,32 " • 6,65 .. water Supply ,., 4.67 ., •23,35 ,4 +l.B,68 ,4 +1!,68 ., faJ,35 
nt otbn 2f,-n Lit. Q1ality Oonl4eratianl .. AntbltiCII 4.o .. + e.oo .. + e.00 " +lj.,OO .. • a.oo .. j\!;LUI 11,torioal • lt1nt1JliC1 5,33 ., -t-15,99 ·l -5,33 -· •l.0,66 ,, -26.65 •3 +15,99 a. Lite St)"JA, .~CUl.t1.1nl Opport.Wlit1H ,.o ,4 -t-16,00 ,4 +16.00 .. ... e.oo ., +ao.oo ,, • 8,00 ..,,,,....,, +125,23. +93,51, + 86.17 • 81,44 + 4,67 + 34.67 . 
Project !:ttioienc, 20 ., +100,00 +40.oo •3 +60,00 _, -100.00 +20,00 
II orot• 1eono.1c Output .. ,._ 
,. w .. &Di Sal.uJ' 4.67 ,4 +l.8.68 ,4 +18.68 + 9,31. ., +23.35 + 4.67 
·~~ .. ~~ etc\ 1,33 ,4 + 5,32 ,4 +5.32 + 2,66 •5 + 6.65 +1.33 
3. s.i., 'l'u: Rl!"nnue 0.67 ... +2,68 ., + 2.68 +l,34 ., +3,35 •l • o.er 
; IIIPl~t ,. Pri-ry (119ffnue producin.i:) 5,33 •3 -1-15,99 •3 +15,99 +5,33 .. +21.32 +5,33 
,. S.oondaly (a.wnm circulatina:) l.33 •4 +5,32 .4 + 5.32 + 2,66 ,, + 6.65 +l.33 
c. Value or J'U'II Product. 
,. '""' 2.67 ,4 +10.68 ,4 + 10.66 •3 + 8.01 ., +13.35 ,. Liv,utoclr. ,.oo .. +16.00 •4 +1.6.00 •3 +12,00 ., +20.00 
ftftDll'""' +174.67 +11!..67 + 101.34 .5.33 33.33 
'fOML llff" Ill'AC'l' 311.36 217.10 204.79 46.07 -3.97 88.o8 - Pint Thi"' Pitth Fourth Sixth 
(l) '1't. no.action &J.te:rnativ. 1• • baH point eT&luated on ...ii.t exiat, pr.MnbJ.¥ and on what 1, ell:plleted. vith cur:r-.nt trend.II. 
EYeeytb!q e1N 11 ,1udg111l &1 being either poeitiv,, or negative vith reepeet to tbe no action •lt4rn.&t1ve, Henoe, tba co 
actiOQ alternative hu 11. zero 1-.pact. 
Iowa State University 
Skunk. River, Iowa 
Ames Reservoir 
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The Corps of Engineers, Rock Island District, contracted with the 
Iowa State Water Resources Research Institute (both Iowa State Univers-
ity and Iowa University) to do a study of the proposed Ames Reservoir 
near Ames, Iowa (29). An inte·rqi,scipl inary team was set up because NEPA 
requires a broader look at a project than by an engineering design team. 
The stream is used as a natural resource area by ISU as an outdoor 
. •,. 
teaching laboratory. Therefore, the universities already had J·~me data 
related to the basin. The environmental review study was used to deter-
mine both the merits of the project and the alternatives. The 
alternatives were considered with and without the project and the present 
and future time span. A total of 17 disciplines was involved, with many 
faculty members, graduate and undergraduate students involved. Five 
functional categories were set up that had much interlocking involved. 
The categories were: (1) Reservoir site and stream system as resource 
entities; (2) Social and economic impact of ~he reservoir; (3) Recreation 
Md related open-space uses and needs; (4) Physical relationship with 
the agricultural sector of the environment; and (5) Physical relation~ 
ship with the urban sector of ~he environment. A landscape overview 
model was used in the study. Certain members of the Corps were assigned 
to each category for help and discussion. At four-month intervals were 
11 checkpoint 11 meetings to check on how progress was coming along. 
Monthly progress reports were also required b,y the contract. All govern-
mental agencies w~re asked to assign a technical liaison person to help 
coordinate be.tween the agency and the study group. Some cate90:ries met 
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every week while others met less frequently. The research study had 
two coordinators which they found to be inadequate becaus.e other acti vi-
ties vied for their time. They suggested one principal coordinator with 
no other activity distracting him. At present the study is not complete. 
CHAPTER IV 
DEVELOPMENT OF A WATER R~SQURCES 
ENVIRONM~NTA~ IMPACT MATRIX 
This author was involved in a.n interdisciplinary writing of an en-
vironmental impact statement during his graduate study. Several disci-
plines were involved (civil engineering, geology, agricultural economics, 
geography, economics, and zoology) with team efforts being divided along 
departmental lines. These teams consisted of faculty members, graduate 
and undergraduate students. An overall coordination was.assigned. This 
author was involved in the engineering and hydro logic studies ·for the· 
project. 
In November, 1972, Oklahoma State University entered int;o a con-
tract with the Corps of Engineers, Tulsa District, to write an environ-
mental impact statement for the Arcadia Project on the Deep Fork River. 
The 1970 survey report (30) proposed a multi-purpose reservoir located 
just upstream of Arcadia, Oklahoma, on the Deep Fork River located i.n 
Oklahoma County (Figure.I). The structure as proposed was to be an 
earth-filled embankment with a valley ogee sp,inway, with four tainter 
gates. The purposes of the project are recreation, flood control, water 
supply and water quality. The neeq to study the environment was critic-
al as the project is located. wit~in 10 miles of Oklahoma City and Edmond. 
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percent urbanized. Currently twq sewage treatment plants discharge 
·aver 24 million gallons daily into the river above the project. 
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Due to the urban nature of the project, an initial list of approxi-
mately 65 alternatives was compiled. Research was begun to narrow the 
list to the 10 best alternatives. Weekly meetings were held to discuss 
progress and problems of the teams. The engineering team maintained 
weekly contact with a representative of the Corps. The other teams met 
with Corps' representatives .as needed. The majority of the coordination 
with State and local agencies was done by the Corps with information 
passed on to the specific research team. After considerable study, the 
list was narrowed to 10 alternatives. 
The alternatives consisted of a wide range of action, The first 
alternative was a structure at the proposed initial site. A second 
alternative was a smaller structure located on a tributary, Coffee Creek. 
A larger structure on the Deep Fork River just upstream of the conflu-
ence of Coffee Creek was another course of action. A system of small 
lakes in the area was considered. An alternative was a dry dam (small 
permanent pool) located at the initial site. Downstream courses of 
action were: flood.ing easements, floodplain management, and a system 
of levees. A water supply from groundwater was considered. This was 
also analyzed in combination with t~e downstream alternatives. The 
final alternative was no action at all •. One alternative should always 
be no acti. on. 
A tentative matrix was developed early in the study based on in-
formation from the interdisciplinary teams and initial studies on the 
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was developed satisfactory to members of the study. The interdisciplin-
ary team be 1 ieves that each alternative sh.oul d be analyzed separately 
and then compared to each other. 
The vertical axis of the matrix was entitled 11 Project Elements. 11-
This axis contains actions -that.could affect the environment. It was 
primarily designed by the engineering team, with some help from the 
geology and zoology teams. The four main classifications are: land 
acquisition, relocation, alteration of regime, and operation and main-
tenance. One of the important aspects of this axis is that both short-
and long-term effects of the project are considered. On the hori.zontal 
axis are the 11 Environmental Quality Elemen'l:s. 11 These are areas that 
could be affected by the project. This axis was designed by the other 
research teams in the study. There are 20 c;lassifications grouped into 
three broad categories: natural resources, human social environment, 
and economic environment. Both quantity and quality must be considered 
on this axis. · A diff~rence betweer:i upstream and clownstream should be 
noted because of project effects in these areas. 
The matrix is evaluated in terms of what effects the project has 
on the environment. In cletermining values of the interactions, they 
should be based on facts and measurable units as much as possible. The 
range of values used was a +2 for a significant beneficial effect to a 
-2 for a signific:;ant detrimental effect. A small beneficial effect was 
a +1, while a small detrimental effect was a -1. Zero was used to 
denote no effect~ After a value has been determined for each inter-
action, the sunmati_on for each environmental quality element is obtained 
and placed in the 11 total 11 boxes on the project element axis. These can 
then be summed. This is done for each alternative. The net value of 
each alternative is then compared to each other to see which one has 
·· the least detrimental effect (maximum positive value). These values, 
are then combined with economic considerations on a 60 percent to 40 
· percent ratio to determine the best projeGt. 
An example of a completed matrix is shown in Table VII for 
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Alternative One, the proposed site.· A look at a specific interaction 
will help illustrate the value system. The effe.ct of the impoundment 
of water upon the lake fishing was rated a +2. If the impoundment helps 
create a favorable habitat for sport fishing~ it is rated a +2. It is 
rated a +1 if some sport fishing will take. place above what now occurs. 
A zero is for no effect or no change. A -1 value is for occasional fish 
kills and imbalance in the habitat. A -2 is used if the impoundment 
destroys the habitat so th.at no fish can survive. 
This matrix is the result of an interdisciplinary team effort. A 
systematic approach was followed in evaluating the environment. This 
matrix is being used ~o determine the environmental inventory of the 
Arcadia project. At the present time, this matrix is the best available 
to evaluate a water resources project. 
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CHAPTER V . ' 
DISCUSSION 
NEPA states that the environment is to be consideted along with 
engineering technology and economiGs. Several of ~he matrices consider 
only the environn:ient. N~PA requires an interdisciplinary team and a 
systematic approach.· It does nqt state what methods should be used in 
these studies or what alternatives are to be considered. This has re-
sulted in matri.c.es being developed b,y agencies as the best approach. 
The Act states that federal .officials are responsible for the environ-
mental impact statements. To insure that the statements are adequate, 
federal officials have had their own agencies prepare the statements. 
There is no provision in the law that can stop a project. There is also 
no mention of where the environmental inventory is to be conducted in 
the planning process or that it has ~o be used once completed. 
Circula·r 645 was one of the first matrices developed; It covers a 
wide range of actions or considerations due to its general nature.· 
Some of the categories are difficult to analyze because they are sq 
broad. The matrix can look at only one alternative at a time •. The 
interactions that could occur are rated both by magnitude and importance. 
This allows for two jLtdgmental values for which personal bias .can affect 
the selection.· The judgment can also be affected by the discipline of 
the evaluator. Some actions ,and areas ~re difficult to place a value on 
d.ue to their lack of quantitative measurements. Since this is one of 
/1/1 
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the earliest matrices, it is much more subjective in na~ure. This 
matrix also considered. only the environment, with no relationship with 
engineering and economics analyzed. 
Circular 71-1 does not deal direc~ly with the impact statements. 
This is primarily a system where the environment is observed and analyzed· 
in terms of what can and cannot be built. A matrix was used as a simple 
way of comparison. A complete inventory of,.an area could be made by 
using geologic and soils information. This basi.c information could be 
included in the impac~ statements as part of the environment as is. Op-
timum planning for a whole region would be ~ossible. This approach does· 
not consider the economics of a project, nor does the matrix analyze the 
magnitude or importance. Either the project affects it or it does not; 
This approach is not subjective in nature. This initial study would pre-
sent information at a minimal expense to determine if a project should 
be planr:,ed. If an in-depth study is to be conducted, then magnitude of 
the action can be determined. Th.e information gathered in a regional 
study could be stored in a national data bank that would allow all 
agencies to use the informa.tion. 
The Institute of E:cology's 11 0p~imum Pathwayll.is more of a scaling 
or ranking approach rath~r than a matrix one .. The determination of the 
component values Gould ~ave some personal bias in it, although the 
Institute felt they kept it to a minimum. Many of the 56 components .. 
were quantifiable in comparison to the other systems. The system did. 
include engineering and economics in the consideration of the impact 
index. However, i.t was small in nature due to the fac;t that only 15 
components of the 56 were directly related to engineering or economics. 
The ranking of each alternative as compared to each other was good.· 
Each alternative was _best for some of ~he components. The best 
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alternative's component was scaled to one and the other alternatives' 
values were scaled d.own by the same factor to give values less than one. 
The statistical summing and comparing of the alternatives would give the 
best alternative. The values used in this study are limited to use in 
north.ern Georgia only. New component values would have to be determined 
if used elsewhere. 
The Battelle Environmental Evaluation system is one of the better 
methods available. Written by an interdisciplinary team, it is more 
comprehensiye in its development. The EES is good for an evaluation of 
the environment; however, it does not consider the engineering and 
economics of a project. The parameters are divided into areas of 
interest rather than speci fi-c acti.ons. This is due to the concept that 
the environment should be looked at with and without the project. The 
assigning of EQU values to each parameter based upon its importance in 
that component is good. The scaling of the parameters' measurements to 
the EQU value of that parameter is an excellent ide.a. These remove 
some of the judgmental considetations that occur. Battelle recognize~ 
that there were some shortcomings of the system. This system applies 
only to Bureau projects. As more studies are conducted, the determina-
tion and measurement of parameters wi 11 improve. 
The matrices deve 1 oped by th.e Corps were 1 ooked at primarily based 
on content and other methods, as the rationale behi.nd the system is not 
completely known. Both. matrices are basically the same, except the 
later Birch matrix is more expanded, He.nee this discussion will center 
on the Birch matrix. This matrix is the only one of the federal agen-
cies to consider the economic as well as the environmental aspects. 
However, this author feels that equal weight should not be applied to 
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each section. Each parameter is not of equal importance. The parameter 
· list is short. Some trade-offs could occur or an· impact ;missed due to 
the lack of parameters. ~udgn:iental fac.tors would enter.into the selec-
··· tion of values. The no-aGtion alternative was the basis for other values 
· to be determined, The comparison of t~e alternatives to each other was 
··a·good·procedure. 
The study i.n which this !iUthor was involved presented many of the 
problems involved in an environment impact study. The interdisciplinary 
approach is good, but the team ml;!mbers have trouble rEjlating and und.er-
standing one an.other. A common understanding of terms had to be accom-
plished. Some persons felt that long-term effects should be looked at, 
while others felt short-term effects should be considered, Certain 
members, inc.luding this author. felt that long-term and sh.ort-term 
effects bqth should be consi<;tere.d. One very real problem throughout the 
study was that the engineering team was 11ot given enqugh lead time, re-
sulting in some work being dela.ved, or redone. A major c.oordinator is, 
needed to keep things -running properly. There was also some justifica- · 
tion to-break the study teams into areas of interest or concern rather 
than departi:nental lines. The ti.me and work involved indicate that a 
rather long time is n~eded to prepare impact statements. Lack of mea-
surable parameters also caused problems in fully evaluating some actions. 
The water resources matrix is at present the best available to 
evaluate water resourc;es projects. Some judgmental values wi 11 enter 
into the evaluation .. This matri)( is the first to consider operation anci 
maintenance as a project element. It is also one of the first to con-· 
sider items mentioned in the ,1970 Riv~rs and Harbors ·Control Act. The 
environment is considered along with economics but not on an equal 




Based upon the resul.ts of this-study, the following conclusions 
have been made: 
1. The water resources matrix developed is the best one n9w 
available. 
2. As time passes, matrices will get better and less subjective 
in value determinations .. 
3. An initial environmental inventory as done in the University 
of Texas• Circular 71-1 should be done for the entire United States. 
4. The short- and long-term effects should both be analyzed. 
5. Th_e di fferenGe between. the environment with and with out the 
project should be considered. 
6. Methods of analysis developed in the future should consider 
the environment and economics. 
7, Basic dq.ta for parameters in the fields of ecology, social 
well-being, aesthetics, and human interests need to be determined. 
8. The porportioning of the Environmental Quality Units to the 
parameters in the Battelle system is~good, 
9. The ranking of alternatives as in the University of Georgia 
method is good, 
CHAPTER VII 
SUGGESTIONS -FOR FUTURE WORK 
The following are suggestions for future work relateid to the study 
presented her~in: 
1. Is the legislative int.ent of Congress for NEPA being followed? 
2. Does there need to be an environm~ntal board or court that can 
stop any projeGt, and what would be its makeup? 
3. Would it be feasible to have a national data bank on the 
environment? 
4. How to get the envi.ronmental inventory and analysis into the 
front of the planning proGess. · 
5. Determine the basic dat.a for parameters in the fields of 
ecology, SOGial well-being, aesthetics, and human interests. 
en 
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APPENDIX 
THE NATIONAL ENVIRONM~NTA~ POLICY ACT OF 1969 
Public Law 91-190 (42 U.S.C. 4321-4347) 
An Act to establish a national policy for the environment, to pro-. 
vide for the establishment of a Couricil on Environmental Quality, and 
for other purposes. 
Be it enacted by the Se.nate and House of Representative$ of the 
United Sta4es of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be 
cited as the "Nati.anal Environmental Policy Act of 1969, 11 
Purpose 
Sec. 2. The purposes of this Act are: To declare a national 
policy which win encourage productive and enjoyable harmony betwee.n man 
and his environment; to promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate 
damage to the environment and biosphere and stimulat~ the health and 
welfare of man; to e.nrich th~ understanding of the ecological systems 
and natura 1 resources important to the Nati on; and to es tab 1 i sh a Council 
on Environmental Quality. 
Title i 
Declaration of National Environmental Policy 
Sec. 101. (1) The Congress, recognizing the profound impact of 
man I s activity on the interrelations of al 1 components of the natural 
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environment, particularly the profound influences of population growth, 
high-density urbaniza~ion, industrial expansion, resource exploitation, 
· and new and expanding technological advances and recognizing further the 
-- critical importance of restoring and maintaining environmental quality 
· to the overall welfare and development of man, declares that it is .the 
continuing policy of the Federal Government, in cooperation with State 
and local governments, and other concerned public and private organiza-
.. tions, to use all practicable means an~ measures, including financial 
and technical assistance, in a manner calculated to foster and promote 
the general welfare, to create and maintain conditions under which man 
and nature can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social, 
economic, and other requiremen~s of present and fu~ure generations of 
Americans. 
(2) In order to carry out the policy set forth in this Act, it is 
the continuing responsibility of the Federal Government to use all prac-
ticable means, consistent with other essential considerations of national 
policy, to improve and coordinate Federal plans, functions, programs, 
and resources to the end that the Nation may--
(a) Fulfill the r~sponsibilities of each generation as trustee 
of the environment for succeeding generations; 
(b) Assure for all Americans safe, healthful, productive, and 
esthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings; 
(c) Attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the en-
vironment with.out degradation, risk to health or safety, or other 
undesirable and unintended consequences; 
(d) Preserve important historic; cultural, and natural as-
pects of our national heritage, and maintain, wherever possible, 
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an environment which supports diversity, and variety of individual 
choice; 
(e) Achieve a balance between population and resource use 
which will permit high standards of living and a wide sharing of. 
life's amenities; and 
(f) Enhance the quality of renewable resources and approach 
the maximum attainable. recycling of depletable resources .. 
(3) The Congress recognizes that each person should enjoy a health- · 
ful environment and that each person has a responsibility to contribute 
to the preservation and enhancement of the environment. 
Sec. 102~ The Congress authorizes and directs that, to the fullest 
extent possible: (1) the policies, regulations, and public laws of the 
United States shall be interpreted and administered in accordance with 
the policies set forth in this Act, and-(2) all agencies of the Federal 
Government shall--
(a) Utilize a s.ystematic, interdisciplinary approach which 
will insure t,he integrated use of the natural and social sciences 
and the environmental design arts in planning and in decision-
making which may have an impact on man's environment; 
(b) Iden~ify and develop methods and procedures, in consulta-
tion with the Council on Environmental Quality established by title 
ii of this Act, which wi.11 insure th.at presently unquantified 
environmental amenities and values may be given appropriate consid-
eration in decision~making along with economic and technical 
considerations; 
(c) Include in every recommendation or report on proposals 
for legislation and other major Federal actions significantly 
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affecting the quality of the human environment, a d~tailed state-
ment by the responsible official on--
(i) The environmental impact of the proposed action, 
(ii) Any adverse ~nvironmental effect which cannot be 
avoided should the proposal be implemented, 
(iii) Alternatives ~o the proposed action, 
(iv) The relationship between local short-term uses of 
man•s environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-
term productivity, and 
(v) Any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of 
resources which would be involved in the proposed action 
should it Qe implemented. 
Prior to making any detailed statement, the responsible Federal 
official shall consult with and obtain the comments of any Federal 
agency which has jurisdiction by law or special expertise with re-
spect to any environmental impac:t involved. Copies of such state-
ment and the comments and vi. ews of the appropriate Federa 1 , State, 
and local agencies, wh,ich are authorized to develop and enforce 
environmental standards, shall be made available to the President, 
the Council on Environmental Quality and to the public as provided 
by section 552 of title v, Uni~ed States Code, and shall accompany 
the proposal through the existing agency review processes; 
(d) Study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to 
recommended courses of action in any proposal which involves unre-
solved conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources; 
(e) Recognize the worldwide and long-range character of en-
vironmental problems and, where consistent with the foreign policy 
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of the Unit~d States, lend appropriate support to initiatives. 
resol.utions,· and programs designed to maximize international coop-
eration in ant1cipat1ng and preventing a decline in the quality of 
mankind's world environment; 
(f)· M.ake available to States. counties, municipalities. in-
stitutions, and individuals, advice and information useful in 
restoring, maintaining, and enhancing the quality of the environ-
ment; 
(g) Initiate and 1.,1tilize ecological. information in the plan-
ning and developmer,t of resource-orient;ed projec;ts ;- and 
(h) Assist the Counci1 on Environmental Quali~y established 
by title ii of this Act. 
Sec. 103. All agenGies of the Federal Government shall review 
their present statutory authority, administrative regulations, and cur-
rent po 1i ci es and procedures -for the purpose of determining whether 
there are any deficier,cies or incor:isi_stencies therein which prohibit 
full compliance with the purposes and provisions of ~his Act and shall 
propose 1;0 the President not later than July 1, 1971, such measures as 
may be necessary to bring t;heir authority and policies into conformity 
with the intent, purposes, and procedures set forth in this Ac;t. -
Sec. 104. Nothing in sec;tion 102 or 103 shall in any way affect 
the specific s~atutory obligations of any Federal agency (1) to comply 
with criteria or standards .of environmental quality, (2} to coordinate· 
or consult with any other Federal or S~ate agenc;y, or (3) to act, or 
refrain from acting contingent upon the recommendations or certification 
of any other Federal or State agency. 
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Sec. 105. The policies and goals set forth in this AGt are supple-
mentary to those set forth in existing authorizations of F~deral 
agencies. 
Title i_i 
Council on Envirqnmental Quality 
Sec. 201. The President shall transmit to the Congress annually 
beginning July 1, 1970, an Envi_ronmental Quality Report (hereinafter 
referred to as the 11 report 11 ) which shall set fo-rth (1) the status and 
condition of the major natural, manmade, or altered en~ironmental classes 
of the Nation, including, but not limited to, the air, the aquatic, in-
cluding marine, estuarine, and fresh water, and the terrestrial environ-
ment, including, but not limited to, the forest, dryland, wetland, range, 
urban, suburban and rural environment; (2) current and foreseeable trends 
in the quality, management and uti-lization of such environments and the 
effects of those trends on the social~ economic, and other requirements, 
of the Nation; (3) the ad.equacy of available natural resources for ful-
filling human and economic requirements of the Nation in the light of· 
expected population pressures; (4) a review of the programs and activi-
ties (inclucling regulatory activities) of the Federal Government, the 
State and local governments, and nongovernmental entities or individuals -
with particular ,reference ~o their-effect on the environment and on the 
conservation, development and utilization of natural resources; and (5) 
a program for remedying the deficiencies of existing programs and 
activities, together with recommendations for legislation., 
Sec. 202. There is created in the Executive Office of the President -
a Council on Environmental Quality (hereinafter referred to as the 
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11 Council 11 ). The Council shall be composed of ~hree·members who shall be 
appointed by the Presi.dent to se.rve at his pleasure, by and with the 
advice and consent of the Senate.. The President sha 11 de,s i gnate one of 
the members of the Counc;i 1 to serve as Chairman. Each member sha 11 be a 
person who, as a resul_t of his training, experience, and at~ainments, is 
exceptionally well qualified to analyze and interpre~ environmental 
··· trends and information of·all ki·nds; to appraise programs and activities 
of the Federal Governmen'I: in the light of the policy set for'l:h in 1:itle 
i of thi.s Act; to be conscious -of and responsive to the scientific, 
economic, social, esthetic, and cultural needs and interests -of the 
Nation; and to formulate an.d recorrmend national policies to promote the 
improvement of the qL1ality of ~he envirqnment .. 
Sec. 203. The Gouncil may employ such officers and employees as 
may be necessary to carry out its functions under this Act. In addition, 
the Council may employ and fix the compensation of su-ch experts and con-
sultants as may be necess.ary for the carrying out of its functiqns .under 
this Act, in accordance with section 3109 of title v, United States ~ade 
(but without re.garq to the last sentence thereof)· •. 
Sec. 204. It shall be the duty and function of the .Council--
(1) To assist and advi$e ~he President in the preparation of the 
Environmental Quality Report required by section 201; 
(2) To gather timely and au~horitative informatio,n concerning the 
conditions and trends in the quality of the environment both current and 
prospective, to analyze and interpret such information for the purpose 
of determining whether such, conditions and trends are interfering, or 
are likely to interfere, wi'l:h the achievement of the policy set forth 
in title i of this Act, and to compile and submit to the President 
studies relating to such conditions and trends; 
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(3) To review and appraise the various programs and activities of 
the Federal Government in the light of the policy set forth in title i 
of this Act for the purpose of determining the extent to which such pro-
grams and activities are contributing to the achievement of such policy, 
·· and to make recommendations to the President with respect thereto; 
(4) To develop and recommend to the President national policies to 
foster and promote the improvement of environmental quality to meet the 
conservation, social, economic, health, and other requirements and goals 
of the Nati on; 
(5) To conduct investigations, studies, surveys, research, and 
analyses relating to ecological systems and environmental quality; 
(£) To document and define changes in the natural environment, in-
cluding the plant and animal systems, and to accumulate necessary data 
and other infotmation fo.r a continuing analysis of these changes or 
trends and an interpretation of their underlying causes; 
(7) To report at least once each year to the President on the 
state and condition of t~e environment; and 
(8) To make and furnish su~h studies, reports thereon, and recom-
mendations with respect to matters of policy and legislation as the 
President may request. 
Sec. 205. In exercising its powers, functions, and duties under 
this Act, the Council shall--
(1) Consult with the Citizens'. Advisory Committee on Environmental 
Quality established by Executive Order No, 11472, dated May 29, 1969, 
and with such representatives of science, industry, agriculture, labor, 
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· conservation organizatiqns, State and local governments and at.her groups, 
·as it deems advi sab 1 e; and 
(2} Utilize, to the fullest extent possible, the services, facili-
t.ies and information (including statistical information} of public and 
private agencies and organizations, and individuals, in order that 
duplication of effort and expense may be avoided, thus assuring that the 
Council 1 s activities will not unnecessarily overlap or conflict with 
similar activities authori.zed by law and performed by established 
··agenGies. 
Sec. 206. Members of the Council shall serve full time and the 
C.hairman of the Council shall be compensat~d at the rate provided for 
L.evel II of the Executive.Schedule Pay Rates (5 U~S.C. 5313}. The othe.r 
members of the ~ouncil shall be compensated at the rate provided for 
Level IV of the Executive Schedule Pa.y Rates (5 U.S.C. 5313). 
Sec. 207. There are authori ze.d to be appropriated to carry out the 
provisions ·of this AGt not to exceed $300,000 for fiscal year 1970, 
$700,000 for fiscal year 1971, and $1 million for each fiscal year 
thereafter. 
Approved January 1, 1970. 
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